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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Accelerating Trends In Blockchain Technology For 2019 And        
Beyond 

 

By Nicholas West 

As we continue trying to parse through the chaos that has erupted            
following the Hash War of November 15th, it’s easy to lose sight of             
the underlying mechanism that drives all of what we witness in the            
cryptocurrency space: the blockchain. It is a distributed digital         
ledger system that offers key built-in protections sorely lacking         
throughout the industries that comprise global economies. 
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As disruptive as cryptocurrencies have been for legacy financial         
systems, it pales in comparison to the type of disruption that is yet             
to come from the expansion of blockchain use across a host of            
formerly centralized systems. 

According to research published by Market Reports Center,        
the global market for blockchain was valued at USD 708          
Million in 2017 is projected to reach USD 60.7 Billion by           
2024. IBM and Microsoft make up the driving force behind          
the blockchain market as their clients are making the         
transition to cloud services. The report explains that, as         
banks and other players of the financial industry move into          
the modern age of real-time transaction processing,       
blockchain will become an important solution. 

David A. Johnston, founder of Yeoman’s Capital and an investor          
in our project CoinText, recently offered a succinct outlook for the           
future that describes not only some key misconceptions, but how          
we can better focus our efforts to encourage the many uses of            
blockchain tech that will solidify the new paradigm just beginning          
to emerge: 

The new capabilities of blockchain systems are       
fundamentally replacing legacy systems and outdated      
financial models one by one… 

The incredible promise of decentralized tech that I wrote         
about in 2013 was tarnished by 2017’s irrational exuberance.         
Teams lost their focus as their tokens shot up, many lulled           
into inaction or scattered efforts from the newfound wealth         
creation. We as an industry confused speculation for        
valuation. And so at the end of 2017, I dug in, rebalancing            
my portfolio to focus on growth and fundamental blockchain         
adoption… 
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We believe blockchain is at a key adoption point. Never has           
there been more potential even if there has never been more           
skepticism. It now requires a different size of capital         
deployment to hit the transformational growth levels needed        
to take blockchain companies ready for commercialization       
and then carry them into enterprise, industry, and among         
consumers. 

But perhaps there is no better sign of the trend toward blockchain            
adoption than the drastic shift from “skepticism” to “potential” that          
we are seeing from various governments and establishment        
companies. Forbes noted at the end of 2017 that “the Blockchain           
Research Institute, the founders of which include IBM, Pepsi Co          
and FedEx, say it expects blockchain to become the ‘second          
generation’ of the digital revolution following the development of         
the internet. It has highlighted work by electronics manufacturer         
Foxconn to use blockchain to track transactions in its supply          
chain.” 

A couple prominent examples from this month reinforce the trend          
toward greater blockchain use: 

● Switzerland to Relax Laws for Blockchain and Crypto        
Startups 

● Facebook Seeks Blockchain Talent For Five New Company        
Roles 

It is also worth mentioning the ideology behind merely the sound           
financial direction provided by the correct use of blockchain tech.          
In many ways, it is the perfect synthesis of what those of us             
promoting counter-economics and anti-Statism look to achieve: a        
reduction in violence.  

Founder of Voluntaryist magazine, Wendy McElroy, has       
exhaustively detailed both the economic and social benefits of         
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implementing blockchain tech specifically as a solution to the         
problems of violence introduced by the State and the philosophy          
promoted by the State. 

The state manufactures criminals. Then it centralizes and        
monopolizes a solution to the problem of crime, for which it           
is largely responsible … The state factory also creates real          
career criminals—people who habitually initiate or threaten       
violence for profit … These are politicians, bureaucrats, and         
other agents of the state, including crony corporations… 

Minimizing violence is built into the blockchain. It is not          
merely that the blockchain epitomizes a society by contract         
without the corrupting influence of a trusted third party. It is           
also due to features such as pseudonymity and transparency         
… crypto anarchism could revolutionize for the better some         
areas of human exchange that are most prone to violence. 

With this understanding, we can now look at the ways blockchain           
tech can help usher in a future that is economically and socially            
free of the violence and coercion too many people have come to            
accept from centralized and largely third-party systems. 
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Smart Contracts 
As Wendy McElroy alluded to above, it is the nature of a            
person-to-person contract that holds the best prospects for        
ensuring that the desires and interests of each party are properly           
accounted for and agreed to. Contracts put on the blockchain          
serve to amplify the utility, efficiency and trust required to make a            
transaction seamless and reliable. Blockchain contracts remove       
the need for human arbitration while being transparent and         
auditable. This greatly reduces the possibility of fraud, and makes          
issues of trust nearly irrelevant as trust is systemically built into           
any agreement. 

Vin Armani explored in Counter Markets issue 4 how smart          
contracts in the form of digital tokens have transformative uses in           
the areas of title and escrow, membership-based businesses,        
stock ownership and dividend payments, insurance, and even        
order and delivery systems. The applications are nearly endless         
and can help create a foundation for more efficient and reliable           
transactions across all industries. 

One of the most recent examples of smart contract applications          
comes from Bitcoin.com’s announcement that it will “offer one of          
the world’s first oracles for smart contracts on the Bitcoin Cash           
(BCH) blockchain. The autonomous feature will allow specialized        
prediction markets and decision-based transactions for sports       
scores, political results, and market exchange rates.” This alone         
demonstrates how fundamental this utility can be in strengthening         
each of the micro trends that accompany this essential feature. 

Another recent development comes from Cashy, which has        
introduced a new web app that offers a simple interface for           
creating multi-signature smart contracts, among other more       
sophisticated use-cases. You can see how easily this works in the           
real world by viewing their video here. 
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Remittance 
The power of the blockchain to upend remittance systems, or get           
around the current paradigm, is just starting to be applied. In fact,            
the market is beginning to show great interest; it was reported in            
December that the use of blockchain-based remittance is        
beginning to spike. The impact could be felt far and wide since            
another trend is converging: 

The value of remittances being sent overseas from the U.S.          
is greater than ever. World Bank Data states that over $148           
billion was sent abroad from the U.S. in 2017. With an           
increasingly interconnected world seeing more people than       
ever moving abroad to work – and send money back home –            
migrants are looking for easier ways to cut costs and avoid           
getting ripped off by banks and other middlemen. One         
effective way of doing so is of course with cryptocurrency.          
Blockchain research company Clovr has said in its latest         
report that this new method has become more popular than          
ever. 

Vin Armani has made it clear this is the reason why           
“remittance-enabling applications (like @CoinText) and merchant      
solutions (i.e. point-of-sale) have been my focus in this space.” 

It is also one of the areas that can bring about the greatest             
liberation from restrictions implemented by authoritarian      
structures. One sign that this realization is dawning is that TIME           
magazine gave space to explain “Why Bitcoin Matters for         
Freedom.” Citing Venezuela as a prime example, writer Alex         
Gladstein stated: 

For people living under authoritarian governments, Bitcoin       
can be a valuable financial tool as a censorship-resistant         
medium of exchange. 
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Take, for example, remittances. After ravaging the domestic        
economy, the Venezuelan regime is now taking a cut of          
money coming in from abroad. New laws force Venezuelans         
to go through local banks for foreign transactions, and         
require banks to disclose information on how individuals get         
and use their money… 

To circumvent this bureaucracy, some Venezuelans have       
started to receive bitcoin from their relatives abroad. It’s now          
possible to send a text message to your family asking for           
bitcoin, and receive it minutes later for a tiny fee.          
Government censorship isn’t possible, as bitcoin isn’t routed        
through a bank or third party and instead arrives into your           
phone wallet in a peer-to-peer way.  

It was also reported that Iranian students in the UK have turned to             
crypto in order to bypass banks and fund their tuition after           
sanctions made it all but impossible to make their payments in           
any other way. 

France is exploring a unique approach to remittances: the         
issuance of crypto coupons called “Tabacs.” Vin noted that “At          
first glance, this looks like the first step toward a powerful and            
disruptive remittance system. About $22 Billion in remittances        
was sent from France to other countries last year. Remittance is a            
killer app of Bitcoin.” 

Food Tracking 
The blockchain goes far beyond the general mechanics of         
finance; it also can help to ensure end-user physical safety. 

It seems like not a day goes by without a food recall or outbreak              
of foodborne illness. Paul Haunschild, writing for the Foundation         
for Economic Freedom, noted a recent terrifying case that         
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illustrates the core problems of our globalized food supply and          
transport: 

Since January, the CDC has issued multiple warnings of E.          
coli contamination causing hundreds of people to become        
infected across the nation. Of course, countless bags and         
heads of lettuce have since been pulled off of shelves and           
destroyed. On November 20, the CDC spoke out but gave          
no answers to the public on what caused the outbreak: “At           
this time, no common grower, supplier, distributor, or brand         
of romaine lettuce has been identified.” 

But it’s been more than a month since the first E. coli cases             
were reported—and there is no culprit. As a result,         
thousands of grocers and growers are suffering from what         
might just be a contamination at a single farm. 

This scenario becomes almost impossible if food tracking occurs         
on the blockchain. While the contamination itself might be         
unavoidable, the identification of the source would be far more          
efficient. This would avoid the cascade effect we see with mass           
recalls when the entire supply chain is often affected by a single            
actor. As Haunschild also reported, the power of this type of           
tracking has fortunately not gone unnoticed by some of the          
world’s largest and most complex product distributors. 

When Walmart tested the technology with the recall of a          
batch of mangos, the time it took to trace the produce back            
to its farm was reduced from seven days to just 2.2 seconds.            
And major food producers are getting wind of how well this           
could work. Dole and Nestle, for instance, are set to track           
their products on the blockchain network at the beginning of          
the new year. 

The health and economic impacts of widespread adoption of the          
blockchain applied to our food supply cannot be overstated.         
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Incidentally, these same fundamentals can be applied across the         
entire retail sector to help ensure consumer protection from         
various forms of fraud and malpractice. 

Healthcare 
Similar to issues of food safety and tracking, the healthcare          
industry has become increasingly interested in the benefits to         
data security, cost management and overall patient health        
provided by blockchain tech. The complexity of patient data         
records and retrieval within disparate systems and territories while         
also maintaining privacy is a challenge that appears to be tailor           
made for adding to the blockchain. It is one of the main reasons             
that nearly 60% of healthcare executives surveyed by IBM say          
they have plans to implement blockchain in their systems by          
2020. Forbes reports that the increase in efficiency and the ability           
to share across previously unconnected networks will not only         
directly impact patient care, but has much wider ramifications for          
the nature of the healthcare industry: 

The healthcare industry is drowning in data—clinical trials,        
patient medical records, complex billing, medical research       
and more. Adoption and implementation of blockchains will        
be an evolution over time as blockchains applications are         
vetted and adopted as well as the industry coming together          
to determine collaboration and governance issues… 

Not only could blockchains facilitate new drug development        
by making patient results more widely accessible (if the         
patients give their permission), it could help reduce the         
counterfeit drug implications that currently cost      
pharmaceutical companies an estimated $200 billion in       
losses annually. 

This perfectly illustrates that what is best for a company’s bottom           
line doesn’t have to result in customer compromise. 
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One final example which shows not only the complexities of          
global healthcare, but the inherent flexibility of blockchain tech in          
helping adapt to policy and regulations is a recent study about the            
global refrigerated sea transportation market. This market is        
increasingly relied upon by pharmaceutical companies, but       
extends into other markets as well. As BusinessWire cited: 

The pharmaceutical manufacturers are opting for low-cost       
shipments due to the rising fuel cost and carbon emission in           
air and roadways transportation and stringent regulations by        
governments across the globe... 

It is anticipated that about 9% of the world gross product will            
be secured by the blockchain technique by 2025. 

“Marine transportation includes substantial documentation     
including charter party agreements, bill of lading, letters of         
credit, sales contracts, port documents, and others that pass         
through a long chain of parties. The documentation process         
in marine transportation becomes an accurate and quick        
process, offering complete transparency and security due to        
the adoption of blockchain technology,” says a senior analyst         
at Technavio for research on transportation and distribution. 

Internet of Things 
As I covered in issue 14, the Internet of Things is a mega-trend all              
its own that is only set to explode once 5G becomes the standard. 

Here are projections for the sector under the current architecture,          
measured in billions of devices, as provided by Statista: 
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This statistic shows the number of connected devices (Internet of Things; IoT)            
worldwide from 2015 to 2025. For 2020, the installed base of Internet of Things devices               
is forecast to grow to almost 31 billion worldwide. The overall Internet of Things market               
is projected to be worth more than one billion U.S. dollars annually from 2017 onwards. 

According to Grand View Research, the market for smart cities by           
2025 will reach a staggering $2.57 trillion. 

Now we are seeing the blockchain begin to assert its potential           
utility across this sector. As we know, security breaches are a           
major concern amid the flood of new data streams. Much like the            
issue of food recalls having far wider impact than necessary, the           
immutability of the blockchain makes it much easier to track and           
block a single potential compromise to wider systems. 

Much of the data generated by IoT is highly personal – for            
example, smart home devices have access to intimate        
details about our lives and daily routines. This is data that           
needs to be shared with other machines and services in          
order to be useful to us. But it also means there are far more              
openings for hackers to potentially attack us. Business and         
governments invested in IoT also have to contend with this          
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increased scope for a data breach by criminals, rivals or          
foreign enemies. 

Allowing access to data from IoT devices to be managed          
through blockchains would mean an additional layer of        
security that any malignant actor would have to bypass... 

But perhaps we will see the most impact in the auto industry            
where the supply chain is massively diverse and complex, and the           
consequences of fault at any level can be fatal. Add to this the             
spread of autonomous vehicles and their attendant security        
issues, and it’s another perfect fit for the streamlining of data and            
records that the blockchain can provide in real-time. As reported          
by CoinJournal: 

According to a new study by IBM, 62% of automotive          
executives are convinced that blockchain will be a disruptive         
force in the auto industry by 2021, and 54% of so-called           
Auto Pioneers expect to implement their first commercial        
blockchain network at scale within the next three years. 

 
Timeframe to implement first commercial blockchain solution 
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The IBM Institute for Business Value, in collaboration with         
Oxford Economics, surveyed 1,314 automotive executives,      
including original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and      
suppliers, across 10 functional areas and 10 countries        
including China, Germany, India and the US, and found that          
Auto Pioneers, which represented 15% of all the automotive         
organizations surveyed, have been exploring blockchain      
opportunities ahead of competitors, with 56% of them stating         
they were ready for blockchain and 95% planning to make          
moderate to significant investment in blockchain solutions       
over the next three years. 

Cryptocollectibles  
Perhaps the easiest way to understand the concept of         
cryptocollectibles is through a question asked by one crypto writer          
earlier this year: “Wait, did we just put Beanie Babies on a            
blockchain?”  

While it sounds like an awfully trite example, the concept has           
opened the door to a huge industry in all types of virtual goods.             
Just look at the 1.2 million items for sale at the world’s largest             
cryptocollectible site OpenSea. And the site set to expand further          
with their recent acquisition of Atomic Bazaar. The company         
stated that “We think these will drive greater liquidity of          
blockchain-based assets and truly allow this ecosystem to        
flourish.” 

This segment of the cryptospace is indeed revolutionary and has          
been pegged by Counter Markets’ Jeff Paul, as well as Erik           
Voorhees, to hold one of the greatest potentials for profitability in           
2019. 
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Security Tokens 
The concept of digital scarcity and digital property ownership         
obviously applies to the virtual world, but the blockchain offers the           
same mechanism that can transfer to real-world objects as well. 

This has led Altcoin.io to call security token trading “a multi-trillion           
dollar blockchain opportunity.”  

Security tokens … are digital contracts that divide securities         
into cryptographic segments, which can be traded       
independently. If you want to buy a stake in a property,           
artwork, or business, for example, you could purchase digital         
tokens that prove your ownership with blockchain certainty. 

[T]okenization opens up trillions of dollars in liquidity.        
Imagine if every investable asset was represented by        
security tokens, unrestricted by geography, computer      
systems, or bureaucracy. The global real estate market, one         
of the best use cases for security tokens, is worth $217           
trillion dollars alone, so the potential is huge. 

The digitalization (tokenization) of rare items like art is one of           
these areas that has garnered interest and support from big          
names like John McAfee. 

Setting the case in point, he conveyed that he will be           
involved in a tokenized auction of Picasso by the end of           
December. In the original tweet posted on 15th November,         
he wrote: 

“I am helping to tokenize rare art objects – a groundbreaking           
Blockchain application. We will auction a tokenized Picasso        
at the end of December. This is our second tokenized          
painting. The first was a resounding success.” 
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This is a high-profile example that can help raise awareness, but           
there already is a burgeoning new business model of artists,          
musicians, photographers and performers who are exploring this        
type of economy.  

The sky's the limit. I encourage readers who missed Jeff Paul’s           
article in issue 19 to learn about the finer points of a universe that              
very few are even aware of. 

Gaming 

When it comes to gaming, the blockchain could be fundamentally          
transformative at every level from development to the user         
experience. Firstly, how many people know that the video game          
industry surpassed music and film as far back as 2014?  

What once used to be the sole province of the rigid desktop has             
now gone mobile, absolutely ballooning an already popular        
industry. Add in virtual and augmented reality and this trend is far            
from its peak.  

Here is Statista’s latest report showing the growth over the last           
few years: 

Gaming revenue of leading public companies worldwide from        
2014 to 2017 (in billion U.S. dollars) 
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One company that didn’t make the top 10 is a foundational           
institution of video gaming: Atari. They apparently are seeking to          
keep up with the times by announcing that they were entering into            
a license agreement with the exclusive distributor of CryptoKitties         
in China to create blockchain versions of their most popular          
mobile game offerings.  
Other evidence points to current interest in blockchain gaming to          
be in its earliest infancy with tremendous upside. Encouragingly,         
an overwhelming percentage of gamers and developers both cite         
the desire for an “in-game free market” that can be better           
constructed using the blockchain. 

Here are 5 ways this will change the landscape for both parties: 

1. Gamers will have full control of their virtual assets 
2. Players stand to be rewarded for their interaction with video          

games 
3. Blockchain builds gamer credibility and accountability 
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4. Better security for games 
5. Transparent and faster payments to developers and gamers 

The result should benefit both sides of the equation, an          
undeniable recipe for ongoing success.  

Publishing 
Freedom of expression is a core principle of general human          
rights, and it is currently under assault even in democracies and           
constitutional republics around the world.  

We are finally starting to see solutions implemented in media to           
protect against the spread of censorship, political correctness,        
and the centralization of published information by today’s highly         
compromised tech giants.  

A new BCH-powered blockchain initiative called Bookchain is        
going so far as to say that this technology can “protect literature            
from a dystopian future.” 

“Items on the blockchain cannot be subject to censorship,         
banning or silencing for the duration of the internet,”         
Bookchain’s creator details on the platform’s website.  

The books or written material hosted on Bookchain are tied          
to BCH addresses which cannot be re-used, explains        
Kosinus. The text can be edited, but there is a safety           
measure in place for this functionality because when edits         
are detected, the newest should take priority. “Edits must not          
be made 1,008 blocks after the book is marked as complete,           
and when a successful change is made all previous         
reviews/curations must be invalidated,” explains the      
Bookchain website’s protocol specification. 

Another new development occurred recently within our sphere of         
publishing: the alternative media. After enduring the recent        
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Facebook purge, as well as attacks by Google’s “fake news”          
algorithms, Anti-Media has partnered with LBRY for publishing its         
website. 

Nick Bernabe, founder of Anti-Media, commented on the new         
technology: 

These new tools from LBRY will insulate Anti-Media from the          
corporate censorship we’ve recently been dealing with from        
Facebook and Twitter. Now our fans can find all of our           
content on lbry.theantimedia.com, a decentralized hub for       
our publishing, and our team will never lose access to our           
work again.  

According to Paul Kirby, the developer behind the LBRYPress         
WordPress plugin: 

Any publisher can now start getting their name out there on           
the LBRY Network, which, in my opinion, is what the future           
of publishing and content consumption looks like. It’s also a          
great way to create permanent copies of all your content and           
media and put them onto a decentralized network.  

Coupled with blockchain payment solutions, freedom of       
expression will not be subject to the whims of third parties.  

The recent backlash against Patreon for its deplatforming of         
various accounts highlights the need to properly integrate the         
many features of blockchain into publishing. Leaving Patreon in         
protest is fine, but moving to an alternate platform that still utilizes            
the usual suspects for payments is not a complete solution.  

Vin Armani recently responded to the latest round of big names           
leaving Patreon by stating with colorful directness: 
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Living in Digital Times, a partner of the Consumer Electronics          
Show, noted the significance of this growing trend by stating that, 

The next Wikipedia, Google or Facebook will likely be built          
on the blockchain… 

Given the scandals that we’ve seen from these platforms and a           
host of others, here’s hoping. 
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E-Voting and Governance 
As readers of Counter Markets probably know, you won’t hear us           
promote government solutions. However, if government must       
exist at all, at least we should have full transparency and           
accountability in our voting systems. Since elections have gone         
digital, such as the voting machines provided by Diebold, we have           
learned how easy it is to rig or hack elections. An 11-year-old girl             
did it in 10 minutes! 

Here, too, the blockchain shows promise for helping to properly          
document and secure election results, as well as potentially free          
us from propaganda narratives about foreign agents intruding        
upon our hallowed democracy. 

Although limited in scope, Switzerland recently experimented with        
another round of E-voting in a municipal election. 

The findings reveal that most residents welcome the        
prospect of more blockchain-based e-votes with nearly eight        
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in ten of respondents in Zug welcoming the voting method in           
the city, and only 2% opposed to it. 

South Korea has an E-vote test lined up as a potential answer to             
their widely criticized current online voting system. 

The NEC ran an online voting system, dubbed K-voting,         
back in 2013, which has since been used by 5.64 million           
people but trust in the voting system remains low due to           
hacking and fraud concerns. 

The latest system to be developed will apply blockchain in          
voter authentication and result saving, which will increase        
transparency and security, the government said. 

Colombia’s “Democracy Earth” also has introduced a blockchain        
E-voting system that was tested in a symbolic vote during the           
2016 peace initiative. 

“Democracy Earth Foundation set up a digital process that         
allowed Colombian expats, who were unable to vote through         
the official process, an opportunity to participate in a         
plebiscite on whether to approve a peace treaty,” writes         
OECD policy analyst Charlotte van Ooijen. “This process        
has raised interesting questions for governments about the        
future use of blockchain in electoral processes, and in the          
public sector more broadly, and could potentially lead to new          
ways to ensure the integrity and inclusiveness of the election          
process.” 

Yesterday, it was announced that Thailand is ready for         
widespread adoption of blockchain E-voting: 

“NECTEC developed blockchain technology for e-voting that       
can be applied to national, provincial or community elections,         
as well as business votes such as the board of directors,”           
said Chalee Vorakulpipat, head of the cybersecurity       
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laboratory at NECTEC. “The goal is to reduce fraud and          
maintain data integrity.” 

When speaking of governance (in most places) we are currently          
caught in a web of economic and political interests that too often            
overlap to create self-reinforcing systems of control and        
monopoly. The decentralization of everything from monetary       
transactions to media to cybersecurity will alone transform the         
design of governance models. Jonas Sevel Karlberg succinctly        
stated the ramifications: 

Distributed ledgers at the heart of blockchain not only protect          
against data breaches, but prevent companies that store        
information from using it for their commercial benefit, sharing         
it with governments, or selling it to third parties without user           
consent. By storing data across a distributed network,        
blockchain makes sure that individuals retain ownership of        
their information.  

These experiments need to be ramped up in order to provide           
wider real-world examples that can help create the awareness         
necessary to offer undeniable proof that freedom can indeed be          
better supported using blockchain elections. 

Closing Thoughts 
It’s exciting to think that all of what has been mentioned above            
merely scratches the surface of what blockchain technology can         
achieve across every aspect of society.  

As I was completing this article, I came across an in-depth survey            
by Deloitte which only confirms the acceleration of this trend. For           
its 2018 study (47-page PDF) Deloitte surveyed more than 1,000          
executives from 7 countries to compile a snapshot of how interest           
in blockchain tech is manifesting in nearly all sectors.  
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Among my key takeaways are the following statements from         
Deloitte with graphical representation. 

“While blockchain is not quite ready for prime time, it is getting            
closer to its breakout moment every day.” 

 

“Blockchain is at an inflection point, with momentum shifting from          
‘blockchain tourism’ and exploration to the building of practical         
business applications.” 
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“(W)hile a majority (74 percent) of our survey respondents report          
that their organizations see a ‘compelling business case’ for the          
use of blockchain technology, only 34 percent say their company          
has initiated some sort of blockchain deployment.” 

 

“In short, the only real mistake we believe organizations can          
make regarding blockchain right now is to do nothing.” 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

What Is Bitcoin? 

 

By Vin Armani  

The last year has shown the Bitcoin is a moving target. One of the              
most valuable things I have learned about Bitcoin is that anytime           
you hear a consistent description of Bitcoin coming from many          
individuals in the market, you can discount that description as no           
longer valid.  

At the start of 2018, the message coming from the mainstream           
(albeit the vanguard of the mainstream) was that Bitcoin, along          
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with its cryptocurrency cousins, was “the money of the future,” an           
asset destined to appreciate in value (price) as it disrupted the           
established financial paradigm. The conventional wisdom was       
that the way to make money was to buy and hold (hodl) Bitcoin             
until the price “reached the moon.” Then, simply sell your Bitcoin           
for fiat (cash out) and buy a Lamborghini.  

To be sure, there were Lambos purchased with Bitcoin. One          
notable “Lambo Boy” is Peter Saddington who, in fall of 2017,           
cashed out 45 Bitcoins that he had bought for under $3 a piece             
and used the profits to buy a 2105 Huracan. Peter says he paid             
less than $120, in 2011, for the coins in question. At the time, no              
one, including Peter, thought that buying and holding Bitcoin was          
a pathway to wealth. We know that precisely because the price of            
a single Bitcoin at the time was under $3. So, the description of             
“what Bitcoin is” lags the reality.  

As we approach Bitcoin’s ten-year anniversary, I want to take a           
look at what Bitcoin has been, paint a picture of what Bitcoin is             
today, and guess at what Bitcoin’s trajectory for the future might           
be. At each stage, there were individuals like Peter who risked           
relatively little, and had massive returns. This is the nature of           
Bitcoin. 

In this article I will examine Bitcoin’s first three incarnations, as an            
interesting new technology, a disruptive new currency, and an         
unseen industry. I will then explore Bitcoin’s emerging incarnation         
as a community. I believe that, by charting these points, we can            
draw a line to a point in the future where Bitcoin emerges as a              
new governance model for an as yet unmanifested society. Within          
each incarnation, there have been people who caught a glimpse          
of what Bitcoin was and what it had the potential to be. That vision              
allowed them to expend relatively small amounts of capital and          
reap great rewards. I believe that such an opportunity is possible           
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today with an investment in Bitcoin’s current incarnation, which is          
just beginning to bloom. 

An Interesting New Technology 
Ten years ago this month, Satoshi Nakamoto announced the         
release of the first public version of the Bitcoin client software. He            
made the announcement on a cryptography mailing list whose         
members were some of the most notable in the field. The           
reception to this announcement was “cool,” to say the least. In           
fact, only one member of the list responded favorably. That lone           
supporter was Hal Finney.  

I have written, in Counter Markets, about why I believe Hal Finney            
is in fact Satoshi Nakamoto. If Hal is Satoshi, then that would            
mean that none of the cryptographers on the mailing list, some of            
whom had been working on digital currency projects for a decade           
or more, could recognize the potential of the project being          
delivered by this unknown poster (Satoshi’s first post to the list           
was the Bitcoin white paper, in October of 2008). From Hal           
Finney’s own admission (and screenshots he provided to Forbes),         
we know that he was mining Bitcoin within mere hours of the first             
block being mined. Hal mined Block 78 and received the first           
Bitcoin transaction, from Satoshi. 
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Hal left his home computer running the Bitcoin client for at least a             
week, according to the screenshot he provided to Forbes. During          
the first week, Hal Finney mined 600 Bitcoins. At the current           
all-time high of $20,000 per Bitcoin (nine years after they were           
first mined), just that initial stash would have been worth $12           
million. The cost to Hal was the electricity required to keep a            
single computer up and running free software for a week. It is            
possible that this is the greatest return on any investment in           
history.  

Through forensic analysis detailed in my article on Satoshi’s         
identity, I calculated that there are at least 7,000 Bitcoins that can            
be directly attributed to Hal Finney in the first year of Bitcoin’s            
existence, before it had a price on the open market. All of these             
coins, worth over $26 million at the time of writing, were mined            
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with a standard CPU, presumably on computers already in Hal’s          
possession.  

Hal Finney recognized that Bitcoin was an innovative and         
interesting new technology. It had not yet reached the status of           
legitimate currency. However, Hal invested his resources toward        
enhancing the network and contributing to the growth of the          
technology simply for the sake of the technology itself. 

A Disruptive New Currency 
Bitcoin officially became a currency on May 22nd, 2010. Four          
days earlier, Laszlo Hanyecz had posted a fateful message on the           
BitcoinTalk forums. 

I'll pay 10,000 bitcoins for a couple of pizzas.. like maybe 2            
large ones so I have some left over for the next day. I like              
having left over pizza to nibble on later. You can make the            
pizza yourself and bring it to my house or order it for me             
from a delivery place, but what I'm aiming for is getting food            
delivered in exchange for bitcoins where I don't have to order           
or prepare it myself, kind of like ordering a 'breakfast platter'           
at a hotel or something, they just bring you something to eat            
and you're happy! 

Another forum participant, who went by the handle jercos, took          
Laszlo up on the offer and, after Laszlo sent him the 10,000            
bitcoins on the 22nd, jercos placed an order for two large pizzas,            
delivered to Laszlo’s house. At Bitcoin’s all-time high, jercos         
would have seen a $200 million return on investment for his           
purchase of Hanyecz’ bitcoins.  

At the time when it was best to purchase Bitcoin, not only did             
almost no one even know it existed, but even those who were in             
the know didn’t think it was of much value. It took 4 days for              
someone to take an offer of 10,000 bitcoins for a selling price of             
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less than ⅓ of a cent each. Two-and-a-half years later (in           
December of 2012), I turned down an offer of 100 bitcoins at a             
sale price of $14 each because I thought that price to be too high.              
The next year the price of a single bitcoin topped $1000. It’s my             
“fish that got away” story. 

The bubble of 2013 was the last time that massive, short-term           
ROI would be possible by simply buying and holding Bitcoin. In           
fact, by the summer of 2012, the “best play in Bitcoin” was already             
not buying and holding bitcoins. It was investing in the unseen           
industry that would become what we today call “crypto.” 

An Unseen Industry 
Roger Ver is acknowledged as the first investor in Bitcoin          
startups. Through 2011 and 2012, he invested over 1 million          
dollars into cryptocurrency startups such as Blockchain.info,       
Kraken, Ripple, and BitPay – all of which have gone on to            
become household names in the cryptocurrency community.  

I haven’t interrogated Roger as to the specifics of those          
investments to determine the exact returns that he realized. I          
have a feeling he would be remiss to share that information           
anyway. But, clearly, Roger’s early decisions to bet on Bitcoin          
businesses (and to purchase the Bitcoin.com domain name) have         
paid off for him handsomely. Luckily for our exploration, however,          
we do have hard numbers, from that same time period, for the            
initial investments in the “big boy of cryptocurrency,” Coinbase. 

In the summer of 2012, a fledgling startup named Coinbase was           
accepted into the Y Combinator incubator program. Y Combinator         
is a unique approach to venture capital. Begun in 2005, the           
“accelerator” selects two batches of early-stage startup       
companies each year. Each company receives $120,000 and        
access to Y Combinator’s resources, including experts in many         
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fields of business and technology. In return, Y Combinator         
receives 7% of the equity in each company.  

While most of their alumni companies fizzle out within a few           
years, Y Combinator has produced a staggeringly high number of          
massive successes. Blue-chip alums include Reddit, Dropbox,       
AirBnB, and Stripe. Without a doubt, 2012’s breakout star was          
Coinbase.  

In mid-2018, just six years after the initial Y Combinator          
investment of $120,000, Coinbase was valued at $8 billion. The          
7% equity gained from that initial funding by Y Combinator is now            
worth $560 million – a 4,666X return on investment. Even buying           
and HODLing $120,000 worth of Bitcoin in June of 2012 wouldn’t           
have produced such a return.  

While there are still some great VC plays in Bitcoin, the ICO boom             
and crash of 2017-2018 showed that the landscape for investing          
in startups is covered in landmines. From the beginning,         
passionate and active investing has been the only smart move          
when dealing with the industry that is Bitcoin. The days of finding            
a unicorn in that incarnation have long since passed. Bitcoin is no            
longer an unseen industry.  

The big play is in Bitcoin’s current incarnation. 

The Crypto Community 
The first meaningful schism in Bitcoin came in late 2013. Bitcoin           
was in the midst of its first major bubble, culminating in a price             
which topped $1000 per token (followed by a bear market into           
2015, with lows at around $200). Vitalik Buterin, 19-year-old         
wunderkind Bitcoin programmer and founder of Bitcoin Magazine,        
published the Ethereum white paper.  

Buterin was frustrated by the lack of scripting capabilities within          
the existing Bitcoin protocol, and his concerns had fallen on the           
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deaf ears of the main Bitcoin Core developers. So, Buterin set out            
to design his own Turing-complete cryptocurrency. The initial        
Ethereum release was in July of 2015. A subset of Bitcoiners           
followed Vitalik to his new blockchain. That community began to          
develop a culture that was noticeably different from the culture          
which existed around the Bitcoin blockchain. In fact, it was the           
discrepancies between the two groups that began to make it clear           
that there even was such a thing as “Bitcoin Culture.” 

The summer of 2015 set the stage for what would be Bitcoin’s            
next major schism. In May of that year, Gavin Andresen, the           
developer to whom Satoshi Nakamoto had handed the reins of          
the Bitcoin project over to before disappearing, began to raise          
alarms about Bitcoin’s blocks becoming full. Since 2010, the block          
size in the Bitcoin Core client had been limited to 1MB. As            
Bitcoin’s popularity grew, so did the size of the blocks being           
mined on the network. In the summer of 2015, the blocks being            
mined were 30-40% of capacity. Andresen and others, like Mike          
Hearn, correctly predicted that, if something was not done, full          
blocks would lead to a backlog of unconfirmed transactions and a           
corresponding spike in required mining fees. This prescription        
was rebuked by a faction within the Core development team and           
the Bitcoin Scaling Debate began.  

By 2017, the predicted network congestion and corresponding fee         
explosion had come to pass. Vitriol within the Bitcoin community          
reached a fever pitch and, in August of 2017, the network split in             
two:  Bitcoin Core (BTC) and Bitcoin Cash (BCH). 

Forks are a natural aspect of Bitcoin. Cryptocurrencies such as          
Dash, ZCash, Litecoin, and Decred are all software forks of the           
Bitcoin Core client. While many cryptocurrencies have users, very         
few have recognizable communities, complete with symbols of        
tribal identification and recognizable thought leaders. This       
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November, Bitcoin Cash itself experienced a schism within its         
community and Bitcoin SV (Satoshi’s Vision) was born.  

There is no doubt that Bitcoin has reached the community phase.           
It is also clear that the mainstream is mostly unaware that multiple            
vibrant Bitcoin communities even exist. Judging by the        
opportunities in Bitcoin's previous incarnations, now is the time         
when individuals who successfully invest in Bitcoin community will         
reap massive returns on very little capital outlay. 

When I first moved to Las Vegas in 2011, I was immediately            
captivated by what was happening in Downtown. Downtown Las         
Vegas had, for decades, been a ghost of its former self. The            
world-class hotels on The Strip overshadowed their aging        
predecessors on Fremont Street – The Golden Gate Hotel, at 1           
Fremont Street, has been in continuous operation since 1906 –          
and the neighborhood east of Las Vegas Boulevard was a tangle           
of poverty and crime-ridden motels.  

Zappos CEO, Tony Hsieh, had encountered the struggling area         
and saw opportunity. Hsieh had relocated Zappos to the bedroom          
community of Henderson (from San Francisco) in 2004. His         
corporate philosophy, as detailed in his book Delivering        
Happiness, was an investment, first and foremost, in community.         
For Hsieh, it was more important that each new hire was a culture             
fit than that they would improve his top or bottom line.  

Henderson, with its suburban layout, required that Zappos’ one         
thousand employees commute from their homes, scattered       
throughout the valley. Hsieh saw this as a liability for his           
company. He was convinced that the chance meetings of         
members of his hand-picked community outside of work would be          
the catalyst for sustained growth and innovation at Zappos. Hsieh          
calls these encounters “collisions.” Downtown Las Vegas,       
particularly the bombed-out Fremont East area had the potential,         
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Hsieh believed, to be an environment where Zapponians could         
live, work, play and, most importantly, collide.  

When Zappos sold to Amazon in 2009 in an all-stock deal worth            
around $1.2 billion, Hsieh and his co-founders set their Downtown          
plan (called The Downtown Project) into motion. Zappos signed a          
15-year lease on the massive Las Vegas City Hall located in the            
Fremont East district. The Downtown Project began a real estate          
buying spree, single handedly taking ownership of entire square         
miles of Downtown. The Project began by turning the dilapidated          
structures in the neighborhood into swank commercial spaces,        
and then funding startups that would become the tenants of the           
new spaces. In the last 5 years, Fremont East has gone from one             
of the sketchiest areas in town to one of the most desirable zip             
codes.  

Collisions definitely happen. A majority of the most important         
business contacts that I made during my time in Vegas (including           
getting to know Tony himself) were made within a 4-square-block          
area in Tony Hsieh's visionary enclave. Tony bought land no one           
wanted and, leveraging his understanding of community       
dynamics, turned it into the most desirable real estate in Vegas.           
Collisions create value. Investing in community is all about         
facilitating collisions. Tony Hsieh created a physical location for a          
“captive audience” of thousands of employees.  

Investing in Bitcoin communities necessarily requires a much        
more digital approach. Although successful conferences can       
clearly provide significant profits, they also require significant        
capital risk. In my opinion, the low-hanging fruit is         
community-centric media. As a “name” in crypto, I'm constantly         
surprised at the level of interest in the less technical and more            
personal interviews I've conducted with crypto media outlets. I'm         
also always happy to share any content in which I'm featured with            
my thousands of social media followers (free marketing). Content         
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creation and distribution is dirt cheap. We should expect to see           
the crypto-version of Wired emerge during this latest incarnation. 

When I decided to sell my last book, Self Ownership, exclusively           
for cryptocurrency, I made the move as a signal to the community.            
It’s one thing for a merchant to accept cryptocurrency (“I’ll happily           
take your money”). It is another for a merchant to only accept            
cryptocurrency (“I’m a proud member of your tribe”). During both          
the BTC/BCH split and the BCH/BSV schism, many developers         
moved their projects exclusively over to a single coin. This is a            
clear signal to the market of tribal allegiance and it is an            
investment (through opportunity cost) in a Bitcoin community. A         
merchant who exclusively accepts cryptocurrency aligns his       
economic incentives with increasing the value (price) of the         
tokens which he accepts. Because exclusively cryptocurrency       
merchants are, at this point, operating in a regulatory grey area,           
there are spaces where the early adopters of crypto-only sales          
stand to make a killing. This is another means of investing in            
Bitcoin, the community. 

A New Governance Model 
As communities grow beyond the level where personal familiarity         
ensures cooperation and peace among members, a natural        
demand arises for governance. Bitcoin itself, as a protocol, is a           
model for governance. It should be expected that the most          
resonant of the systems which emerge to ensure tranquility in          
Bitcoin communities will reflect many of the basic properties of the           
Bitcoin protocol. This incarnation is still beyond the horizon, and          
so it is difficult to speculate, but it is worth keeping an eye out for               
developments in governance as the community size reaches a         
critical mass. Those who get in early at the governance phase           
stand to acquire multi-generational wealth and a legacy as         
“founding fathers and mothers” of a new “decentralized nation.” I          
have no doubt this is the trajectory on which Bitcoin is headed. 
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The cutting edge is a place fraught with risk, but the Bitcoin            
landscape is still wild and unexplored in many areas.         
Cryptocurrency will be used on a daily basis by millions of people.            
It has to – it’s just better money. On the way there, fortunes will be               
made. If we keep our eyes open and our ears to the ground,             
joining and leveraging the vibrant emerging Bitcoin community,        
we can share in the prosperity that comes from delivering          
financial sovereignty to the world. 
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WEALTH 

Two Paths To Freedom For Agorists 

 

By Jeff Paul 
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Agorists are creators, producers, and entrepreneurs. We seek to         
provide as much of our needs as possible without patronizing          
corporate-state commerce. We do this for independence and        
freedom, but also to weaken the most violent organization on          
earth – government. There are two paths to freedom for agorists:           
appear so poor that the state ignores you; or become so rich that             
you insulate yourself against petty bureaucrats. I've deliberately        
lived each extreme and can conclude both bring freedom but          
each has trade-offs. 

Legendary free-market anarchist Karl Hess began his career at         
Newsweek and as a Republican speech writer for Barry         
Goldwater during his presidential run.  

 
Karl Hess image from documentary Toward Liberty 

After the Goldwater loss, Hess was audited by the IRS, seemingly           
in retaliation for his support of the losing candidate. This caused           
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him to lose faith in the political process. In response, Hess sent            
the IRS a copy of the Declaration of Independence with a letter            
saying that he would never again pay taxes. The IRS then           
threatened to put a lien on all of his property and 100% of his              
future earnings. 

Hess never gave them anything by appearing so poor there was           
nothing for them to take. To get by, he wrote articles and books,             
and bartered his service as an artisan welder and furniture maker. 

 

During a talk towards the end of his life, Karl Hess explained how             
you can claim liberty by getting very rich or appearing very poor: 

If your tendency is the wholly rational, your first rule, it           
seems to me, is to be rich. I don't think there's any excuse             
for a libertarian who believes in laissez faire capitalism to not           
be rich. That's silly. Because one, you can be, and second,           
you should be. Why should anybody listen to you in terms of            
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your claims if you haven't yourself done something about it?          
And I'm inclined to think that this doesn't mean casually rich,           
but filthy rich. It's much better. 

My own bull ideal of that tendency is Doug Casey who is            
now filthy rich, and is listened to by a lot of people, and can              
move around, and has guaranteed a good deal of his          
liberty...that kind of mobility is very useful. 

If it is your tendency to be a laissez faire capitalist and you're             
not rich, you're likely to appear a buffoon before your          
neighbors as you talk about something that you do not          
indeed practice. 

…..... 

I am now a cabinet maker. And I make furniture and I sell it              
in a totally unlicensed free market....and we are not hesitant          
about telling people how we work, why we work this way,           
and why we feel that it is preferable to live as we do at the               
virtual poverty level but to be free of government         
harassment. To be as free as possible. 

The alternative to being free by being very rich, is the           
alternative of being free by being very poor. 

Appearing Poor for More Freedom 

In some ways poverty can be a simpler life. An old Chinese            
proverb says “No food, one problem. Lots of food, lots of           
problems.” 

But being poor comes with challenges when living in the United           
States or other developed nations where costs are high. For a           
family of five to pay their way, rent and health insurance alone =             
$3000/month (+/-) almost anywhere in the USA. Then consider         
food, clothing, utilities, transportation, entertainment, etc. It       
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requires an after-tax income of at least $5,000/month for a family           
to cover the basics, but that doesn't buy much freedom. 

The goal for agorists in these countries isn't necessarily to “be”           
poor, but to “appear” poor. The primary goal of appearing poor           
shouldn't be to game the system to get welfare, it should be to             
reduce your tax footprint and increase your independence. 

I spent five years traveling Southeast Asia as a digital nomad with            
my family in tow. We unschooled our three kids, lived out of            
backpacks, ate street food, traveled by bus and stayed at          
affordable hotels. During this time, we rarely made above         
$4,000/month. This low amount allowed us to stay below tax          
burdens for a family of five and afforded us relative comfort while            
traveling. 

"Your single most important metric for your life is your personal           
runway: your savings divided by your burn rate. Much easier to           
reduce your burn rate 10x by moving out of SF to Thailand, etc             
than increasing your net worth 10x." Balaji Srinivasan 

For all intents and purposes, we lived off-grid. We didn't have           
credit cards or debt of any kind. No formal jobs, no home address,             
no phone, and no car. Just passports and debit cards from foreign            
banks. Life was simple. Our only expenses were food, shelter,          
and transportation. 

But years of traveling grew tiresome and we began to miss things            
about having a home such as pets, a vegetable garden, tools and            
other gear, a library, sports and regular social activities for the           
kids, and online shopping delivered to our door (the struggle is           
real). So we moved back to the United States with a modest            
income and zero credit history. Ouch! We forgot how expensive it           
is to live in the USA. 

The difference in the cost of living and change in lifestyle was            
dizzying. And suddenly our “credit score” became relevant again.         
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Property managers and utility companies required      
larger-than-normal deposits due to our non-existent credit history.        
And because we were so accustomed to being off-grid, filling out           
forms and signing lengthy contracts felt constraining to our feral          
ways. 

One thing was clear, we had to ease our way back onto the grid              
and upgrade our income to feel less constrained in the States.           
We're still in that chapter of the story, but we have made            
significant progress. And, most importantly, we are applying        
lessons from our off-grid poverty lifestyle to becoming financially         
independent. 

Derrick Broze wrote a more in-depth article for Counter Markets          
about these and other drawbacks with an agorist lifestyle. But,          
suffice to say, “being” poor is very challenging. Often you will find            
yourself dependent on others, which is fine if you've cultivated          
that environment. However, it's best to aim for independence first          
and appearing poor second. 

As I discussed in a previous article about protecting your wealth           
from a dollar collapse, financial capital (money) is only one form           
of capital. 

You can appear to be at the poverty level and still build stealth             
wealth in the form of physical capital (cash, tools, equipment,          
collectibles), natural capital (access to land, water, agriculture),        
experiential capital (skills), cultural and social capital, and more. 

"If money is your hope for independence you will never have it.            
The only real security that a man will have in this world is a              
reserve of knowledge, experience, and ability." Henry Ford 

There are many things we can do to live a rich and abundant life              
while still appearing poor. We can produce the bulk of our needs            
like food and power. We can learn new skills. We can start side             
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hustles. We can barter our craft. And we can store value in            
unregistered assets. 

Being self-employed is a huge advantage for agorists aiming to          
appear poor. You can adjust your stated income to whatever suits           
you. As a freelancer, you can limit the number of gigs to your             
desired income. As a business owner, you can write off          
equipment, training, parties and other costs. 

Finally, use cryptocurrency by earning it, spending it, and saving          
it. As a pseudonymous form of financial capital, cryptocurrency         
provides agorists with a private vehicle for barter and wealth. 

Rich Path To Freedom 

“Financial freedom” is so popular right now. I get it. It resonates            
with people who feel trapped by debt or dead-end jobs. Yet           
financial freedom means something different for every individual.        
Does it mean covering all of your necessities? Or paying off your            
credit cards? Does it mean getting a raise at a normal job? Does             
it mean traveling first class to a vacation just because you feel like             
it? Or does it mean never working again? 

I prefer the term financial independence because it's more         
descriptive of my goals. If we are dependent on others for our            
well-being and financial obligations, then we aren't free. That is          
why we promote entrepreneurship and getting out of debt so          
fiercely. It's the most direct path to financial independence. It also           
offers the freedom to determine our income – large or deliberately           
small. 

There are obvious benefits to making a lot of money. You don't            
worry about your bills. Your rent or mortgage is always paid on            
time. You get whatever you want at the grocery store. You own            
vehicles outright and paying for gas just puts bonus points on           
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your only credit card. You can go on vacations. And it's easy to             
save money for a rainy day. 

As Karl Hess said about Doug Casey being filthy rich: “(He) is            
listened to by a lot of people, and can move around, and has             
guaranteed a good deal of his liberty...that kind of mobility is very            
useful.” 

Being filthy rich achieves another level of freedom because it          
makes you influential and resistant to a host of assaults by           
government or otherwise. 

When the SEC targeted billionaire Mark Cuban for insider trading,          
they didn't know what they were up against. The SEC brought a            
flimsy case hoping to score a quick penalty, as is their racket.            
Cuban was having none of it. 

Cuban fought the SEC for eight years. He took them to trial and             
won: 

A jury deliberated for under five hours before finding         
billionaire Mark Cuban not liable for insider trading — an          
outcome that made the SEC look bad for bringing the case           
in the first place. 

…..... 

Cuban gave an impassioned speech after the verdict calling         
the SEC big bullies for suing him. Cuban spent more on the            
suit than he would have if he'd just paid a penalty, but he             
wanted to prove a point: The SEC never should have gone           
after him. 

“I’m the luckiest guy in the world and I’m glad I could stand up to               
them,” Cuban said in his post-victory speech.  

Now, Cuban’s counter lawsuit against the SEC is headed to the           
Supreme Court. Cuban had the resources to stand up to          
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government bullies and be an influential voice for denouncing         
their tactics. 

Another example where being filthy rich affords more freedom to          
buck the system is Patrick Byrne, the founder and CEO of           
Overstock and tZero. In 2005, Byrne launched a campaign         
against naked short selling on Wall Street because it can dilute           
and destroy companies without ever taking custody of stocks. He          
alleged the conspiracy included hedge funds, journalists,       
investigators, trial lawyers, the SEC, and Eliot Spitzer. Byrne         
financed a full-page advertisement in The Washington Post which         
said "Naked short-selling ... is literally stealing money from the          
widows, retirees, and other small investors." The corporations        
involved settled out of court, and since then Byrne has been           
hounded by the SEC. 

In 2009, Byrne fought off investigations by the SEC and is           
currently being probed about its cryptocurrency. And Byrne is         
under scrutiny for his ambitious plan to put equities on an           
immutable blockchain. Byrne's wealth gives him the influence to         
change the world for the better. I wouldn't be surprised if Byrne            
runs for president as a Libertarian someday. 

Personally, the biggest benefit that I've found with having         
abundance is the ability to be generous. The worst part about           
being broke is needing to ask for help. The second most painful            
part of barely making ends meet is lacking the resources to help            
other people you care about. In pure Ayn Rand fashion, I selfishly            
enjoy helping others because it feels good. It makes my life           
better. 

The trade-off to making a lot of money is that it typically requires             
incredible effort and dedication. The act of making money itself          
can enslave us. Working 24/7 can be golden handcuffs that may           
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not be worth the effort to be filthy rich. Luckily, it's not what you              
make, it's what you save that counts for building real wealth. 

"People who live far below their means enjoy a freedom that           
people busy upgrading their lifestyles can’t fathom." - Naval         
Ravikant 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

December brought some much needed stability to the        
cryptocurrency market, as prices held steady and bounced higher.         
The downside action from November carried through to        
mid-December, with Bitcoin bottoming out around the $3200 level.         
After that, a surge of buying drove the price up to about $4200 in              
just a few days. Prices have since leveled off in the $3800 to             
$3900 range we’re trading at today. 

Among the various reasons cited for the decline, tax loss selling is            
likely a large one. Anyone who purchased Bitcoin near the start of            
the year at a price close to $12k is sitting in a sizeable loss. By               
selling before Dec 31, the capital loss can be applied to 2018            
taxes, giving investors a sizeable reduction in their tax bill for the            
year.  
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In addition to tax loss selling, we have the SEC coming after tons             
of ICOs (initial coin offerings) that were done in violation of SEC            
rules and resulted in the sale of unregistered securities. Many          
holders of these coins are dumping them, converting to Bitcoin,          
and going to cash, in fears that the SEC will “invalidate” their            
coins. On top of that we have many ICOs that raised tens of             
millions of dollars for nothing more than an idea, and in many            
cases there was no real intent to develop a product, so we have             
rampant fraud, false and misleading statements, and the SEC         
coming in to flex its muscles and show the market it’s still in             
control.  

The SEC isn’t looking to shut down the entire cryptocurrency          
space, but they are looking to make a few statements, and let it             
be known that they can no longer be sidestepped. The large           
liquidity providers like Coinbase, Gemini, Uphold, and itBit, are all          
completely SEC compliant, and still have extensive waiting lists of          
individuals and institutions looking to be onboarded. The same is          
true for exchanges like Poloniex and Bittrex. No large-scale         
operator is pulling the plug on crypto, despite the flurry of bad            
news and negative market sentiment.  

In late January we have the Bakkt platform launching its          
physically settled Bitcoin futures contract. We also have Bitcoin         
trading offerings coming from Fidelity, Ameritrade, Citigroup,       
Goldman Sachs, CBOE, ICE, and an expected approval of a          
Bitcoin ETF in Q1 from the SEC.  

None of this means the selling is over, but it does mean that             
institutional plans to bring Bitcoin to the masses aren’t being          
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derailed as a result of the selloff. All are still moving forward 100%             
with their plans to offer Bitcoin trading to their customers.  

We also have massive user growth, as the number of verified           
crypto account holders jumped from 18 million at the start of the            
year, to 35 million by the end. That’s basically a 100% increase in             
usage, despite one of the worst crypto bear markets we’ve ever           
seen. 

On the development side of things, the Bitcoin lightning network          
has been growing steadily the past 2 months, and has shown the            
ability to process transactions with Bitcoin for fractions of a penny.           
While it’s still in the development stage right now, it will be ready             
for mainstream usage sometime within the next year, and should          
result in much faster, more cost effective Bitcoin usage.  

As all these pieces fall into place, we’ll see the large-scale           
institutions coming out and applauding the ingenuity of Bitcoin, as          
they’ll be positioned to take their piece of the action. We’ll see            
investor offerings that are regulated and insured, and we’ll see          
consumers feeling safe that their Bitcoin holdings are protected by          
a large-scale financial name as opposed to help in their own           
wallet. As these changes come about, we’ll no doubt see an           
increase in demand for Bitcoin as it’s the backbone of the entire            
cryptocurrency market.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

We’ve finally had our breakout month in the precious metals          
market. Silver began the month around the $14.50 level, and shot           
up to about $15.75 where we sit today. As mentioned before,           
volatility in the equities market is a trigger to run to safety, and the              
equities markets have been extremely volatile this past month.  

We saw the Dow drop from 25k to under 22k, then pop back to              
23,500, and with wild swings of 500-800 points in a matter of            
hours. The tech heavy Nasdaq saw even more volatility on a           
percentage basis. Investors are getting scared, and the steep         
down days don’t appear to be over. Apple recently warned its           
revenues would be lower than anticipated, resulting in a massive          
market-wide selloff. The trade war with China doesn’t appear to          
be resolving anytime soon, and the government shutdown        
currently remains in stalemate. We also have the Federal         
Reserve bank raising interest rates again in Dec, up to 2.5%.  

All these events have resulted in massive uncertainty in the stock           
market, and investors are showing their preference for a         
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guaranteed 2.5% in government-backed T-bills instead of       
overpriced equities with an unstable economic outlook.  

As money is flowing out of stocks, prices are tanking; which only            
results in a further decline as investors and traders follow the herd            
and engage in panic sales.  

In times of uncertainty gold and silver have historically been          
stores of value, similar to cash but inflation proof as the           
purchasing power can’t be eroded away. So as the equities          
markets continue to rattle the nerves of investors, gold and silver           
should continue seeing increased demand.  

While prices did see an uptick of a few percentage points last            
month, the move was relatively minor given the decline in gold           
and silver over the past year. This breakout month was the first            
one we’ve seen in close to 12 months, meaning there’s a lot more             
room to go on the upside here. If you didn’t buy any silver in the               
$14 range, the $15.75 price level is still a perfectly good one to             
establish a position.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (February 5th 2019) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Future Of UBI Is In Doubt 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Reputation to Replace Regulation in a Stateless Society? 

WEALTH 

Stealth Wealth: Unregistered Assets 

BONUS REPORT 

Derrick Broze reviews the recently recovered unfinished 
manuscript Counter-Economics by the late founding father of 
agorism, Samuel E Konkin III. 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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